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Winter Park, FL - February 19th, 2024 - In an exciting development, FAT Electric proudly declares

Winter Park as the chosen location for its innovative new headquarters and sales center. Setting the

stage for a revolutionary shift in urban mobility, FAT Electric specializes in the production of

Low-Speed Vehicles with FAT Electric assigned VINs, designed for road use with speed limits of 35

mph or less. These "street legal" golf carts are rapidly gaining popularity as a secondary vehicle

option for households, presenting the potential to entirely eliminate one of the car payments for

single-family homes.

Established in 2023 by the visionary entrepreneur Michael Siciliano, FAT Electric has undergone an

exhaustive journey to research, develop, and manufacture its unique brand of golf carts. FAT Electric

is approved for manufacturing its line of street-legal golf carts by various entities including the SAE

and DOT. Siciliano emphasizes that investing in a "FAT E" model is not just a financial decision to

reduce household costs, but also an opportunity to acquire an entertaining and feature-rich vehicle

at an affordable price when compared to similar offerings.

Michael Siciliano, no stranger to entrepreneurial endeavors, having co-founded several ventures,

including American Made Vodka and Spiral Monkey Marketing. When questioned about the choice of

Winter Park as the company's home, Michael explained, "Being a native of Orlando, Winter Park has

always stood out as an active community, acting as a watering hole for surrounding areas such as

Winter Garden, Sanford, Oviedo, Lake Nona, and Hunter's Creek. We are elated to be strategically

located in the center of this historic city, which has consistently held a special place in our hearts."

FAT Electric is gearing up for an official opening slated for May 1st, 2024. However, eager

enthusiasts need not wait, as Michael mentions, "If you're eager to experience these incredible golf

carts, our website is now open for reservations. Schedule a demo, and we'll bring a FAT E right to

your doorstep for a test-drive." The FAT Electric golf cart boasts a range of features, including a full
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lift kit, robust 23" tires, headlights, turn signals, and all essential street-legal accessories.

Additionally, customers can conveniently register a "FAT E" at their local tax collector's office.

As FAT Electric prepares to make its mark on the mobility landscape, the anticipation is palpable, and

the company looks forward to contributing to the dynamic and thriving community of Winter Park

and its neighboring areas.


